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Broomfield Hospital - Run down by the Tories, Shut down by hackers 
 
Chelmsford Labour candidate Chris Vince has blamed underfunding by the Tory government and 
Theresa May's failure on cyber security for the IT Hack that crippled Broomfield Hospital on 
Friday. 
 
''The Tories have run down Broomfield Hospital and hackers nearly shut it down. Whilst I 
utterly condemn the criminal activity of the IT hackers, this Tory government cut £5.5m of 
national Cyber Security Funding and failed to update XP security systems when the 
licence ran out in 2015. Data security was put at risk and patients and staff deserve to 
know what the Government will do to prevent another attack. This attack goes to the 
very heart of Tory service cuts and under funding and makes Theresa May's claims to 
offer stability and security ring very hollow indeed, whilst the Health Security Jeremy 
Hunt has gone missing.* 
 
Going on to say that staff at Broomfield Hospital had contacted him about staff and bed 
shortages and patients being forced to lie on chairs in relative waiting rooms he said 
 
''Firstly, we need an urgent enquiry into the events of Friday along with an assurance that 
no Broomfield patients had there data accessed. Secondly, all those of us that use our 
NHS and those who we rely upon to keep it going, deserve to know that not only will there 
be sufficient NHS funding in future to provide more beds, more nurses and shorter 
waiting times, but that our personal information is also being looked after.'' 
 
 
Notes:* See attachments for evidence 
Labours NHS pledges: 
End NHS privatisation bringing services into a secure, publicly provided NHS Integrate social care 
and health Repeal the Health and Social Care Act. 
Scrap the pay cap. Put safe staffing levels into law. 
Bring back student bursaries and fully fund education.  
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